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Abstract. There are many connections between logic, theoretical computer 

science, and mathematics. Given such connections, a new field has risen by 

combining abstract homotopy theory from mathematics and type theory from 

both logic and theoretical computer science, called is homotopy type theory. 

From the works of Voevodsky to Warren, we explore the applications and 

topics in this new field. From a Type theoretical perspective, the good 

computational properties are viewed as a process that can be carried out in a 

computer proof assistant program. In this light, one could use the program to 

model homotopy theory or topics such as planar binary trees. In this paper, 

we introduce both the general ideas of homotopy type theory as well as to some of the concrete details of both Voevodsky╆s work and the work done on 
planar binary trees. The main theme of this paper is to illustrate the power of homotopy type theory and how one could ╉talk about a new subject ╉other 

than homotopy theory or the Univalence axiom using the Coq proof assistants.   
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Introduction  

  

Homotopy type theory is a relatively new subject, but like many subjects its 

development stems from other fields, particularly type theory. Type theory 

began as a branch of mathematical logic but later found many applications in 

theoretical computer science, most notably in the theory of programming 

languages. The person to thank for this development is Alonzo Church. His 

work was done in mathematical logic but as stated before, found its way to 

computer science. One example is the notion of datatype in programming 

language and it derives from the type theoretic notion type. First introduced 

by Per Martin- Löf, several connections between a form of type theory and 

homotopy theory have been discovered, opening the way to a new research 

area in mathematics and theoretical computer science, called homotopy type 
theory. Given the nature of the results in homotopy type theory, it is believed 

that this new field could give rise to a potentially insightful way to look at 

many areas in pure and applied mathematics, as well as the practice of 

mathematics. One place that was worth considering was the concept of binary 

trees. Binary trees come from the general idea of trees, which has both a 

mathematical and theoretical computer science definition. Therefore, this is a 

perfect start to try and formalize binary trees with their certain properties 

and applications in a computer program.  

There is a brief interval of time that is worth noting, as it will give some 

background regarding the beginning of homotopy type theory and where it 

began. In 1998, Hofmann and Streicher constructed a model from Martin- Löf 

type theory in the category of groupoids. As well as observing that the data of type theory itself naturally gives rise to a kind of タ-groupoid structure even 
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though they did not prove this for any precise definition of タ-groupoid. In 

2001 Moerdijk speculated that there might be some connection between 

Quillen model categories and type theory. Soon after between 2005 and 2006 

Awodey and Warren and Voevodsky independently understood how to 

interpret type theory using ideas from homotopy theory. And around 2009, 

Voevodsky realized that the model of type theory in simplicial sets satisfies an 

additional axiom, which he called the Univalence Axiom. These results and 

others give rise to what might be called the univalent perspective.  

Considering the good computational properties of type theory, it forms the 

underlying theoretical framework of several computer proof assistants such 

as Coq, and this can be used to formalize mathematics done in the univalent 

setting and when we are talking about binary trees. In other words, it is 

possible to develop mathematics involving both spaces and trees in computer 

systems which can verify the correctness of proofs and providing some degree 

of automation of proofs. Because of the new perspective on type theory, 

Voevodsky has been advocating the formalization of mathematics in proof 

assistants and pure mathematics. He has written thousands of lines of code in 

Coq proof assistant, documenting topics ranging from the development of 

homotopy theoretic notions to proofs of new results in type theory. Voevodsky╆s univalent perspective is a unique view of mathematics┸ and in 
this paper, one of the goals is to introduce both homotopy type theory and a 

snippet of the univalent perspective, as well as some of the material contained in Voevodsky╆s Coq files┻ Another goal of this paper is to illustrate the power 
of the Coq proof assistance with a demonstration that focuses on planar 

binary trees and the properties that can be extracted from the mathematical 

stand point to Coq proof assistants.   

  

Origin and basics of homotopy type theory  

  

In this section, we give an overview of the origins of homotopy type theory and Voevodsky╆s univalent perspective┸ as briefly mentioned above┻ We will 
introduce type theory, including the homotopy theoretic interpretation, by 

analogy with certain developments and constructions in algebraic topology. 

Even though this origin story does not follow the usual chronological order, 

the point of the explanation is to have a solid starting point that could bring 

the overall theme of this paper together, which is to be an anachronistic thesis. 

Given that the explanation of origin largely pulls from homotopy theory. 

Hopefully this is a clear and more insightful approach.  

One. Homotopy theoretic interpretation of type theory  

The first notion of type appeared in Bertrand Russell╆s work on the 
foundations of mathematics. Although this is the case, it was not until the 

work of Alonzo Church that type theory in its modern form took shape. Then 

Curry, Howard, Tait, Lawvere, de Bruijn, Scott, Martin-Löf developed a 

generalization of Church╆s system┸ which is called dependent or Martin-Löf 
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type theory. From this moment on, it is important to note that dependent type theory is ╉type theory╊ in this paper and we will move forward accordingly to 
focus mainly on this type of type theory.  

One can liken set theory to type theory since they are both formal theories 

that are governed by a set of rules. One major difference between these two 

theories is that for type theory, these rules are atomic. This means that they 

cannot be broken down to represent something more primitive in another 

system. On the other hand, set theory depends of first-order logic in addition 

to axioms describing the behavior of sets. This discrepancy make learning 

type theory a bit challenging to learn for anyone who is well versed in set 

theory. In the beginning, the machinery seems complicated and difficult to 

both visualize, relate, and analyze certain concepts from a different point of 

view. But as time moves on and the reading becomes more familiar, working 

with ideas in type theory becomes much easier to deal with.   

Type theory is concerned principally with expressions of the form  

a: A  

Which asserts that the term a is of a type A. An immediate difference that we 

see in set theory is given by this first statement. In set theory, we speak of sets 
and elements in a somewhat individual sense. In type theory terms must 

always have a type attached. One cannot simply talk about a term and its 

properties.   

  There are several ways that a: A has traditionally been motivated:  

(1) A is a set and a is an element of A.   

(2) A is a problem and a is a solution of A.  

(3) A is a proposition and a is a proof of A.  

Of the motivations enumerated here, the first is credited to Russell, the second 

is credited to Kolmogorov, and the third, usually called the Curry-Howard 

correspondence, is not surprisingly credited to Curry and Howard. 

Furthermore, they can be made mathematically precise with (1) becoming the 

most familiar to mathematicians.  

Also, it is important to consider a fourth alternative to these motivations:  

(4) A is a space and a is a point of A.  

That is, (4) is the extension of (1) to spaces which are not necessarily discrete. 

Therefore, it is natural to consider spaces as a topological spaces (but there 

are also different interpretations). (4) helps to clarify certain features of type 

theory which   
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Figure 1. Homotopy theoretic interpretation of dependent type 継 蝦 稽 and 
term p where 喧┺ 継 蝦 戟.  

  

originally seemed strange. In addition to the kinds of types and terms 

described above, we may also consider them with parameters. Usually 

deemed dependent types and terms. When B is a type, we write  

x: B 桔 E(x),  

to signal that we have a type E(x) which is parameterized by B, where x is a 

variable. In terms of (1) we can think of a B-indexed family (継掴), x 鉛 B. In terms 

of (3), we think of this as a predicate on B. From the homotopy theoretic 

perspective we think of such a type as describing a fibration 継 蝦 稽over the 

space B illustrated on Figure 1.   

Technically, fibrations are maps satisfying a certain homotopy lifting property; 

informally, they may be thought of as families of spaces (継掴), x 鉛 B which ╉fit together╊ in accordance with the homotopy theoretic structure of the base 

space B.  Similarly, we think of a parameterized term   

x: B 桔 s(x): E(x)  

as a continuous section of the fibration 継 蝦  稽 . Types and terms can depend 

on finitely many other types. Thus, we can have x1: A1, x2: A2(x1), ..., xn: An岫xな┸ ┻┻┻┸ xn伐な岻 桔 E(x1, ..., xn).  

  

Two. Dependent product   

Given a dependent type x: B 桔 E(x), there exist a type テ 継岫捲岻淡┺台  called the 

dependent product of x: B 桔 E(x). One could intuit that this type is a sort of 

parametrized function space. In the set, theoretic interpretation this is the 

usual set theoretic product テ 継岫捲岻淡┺台  of a family of sets 岫継掴), x: B. On the other 

side though, the homotopical point of view, this operation takes a fibration 継 蝦  稽 and gives back the space of all continuous sections of the fibration. 
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That is, we think of a point s: テ 継岫捲岻掴┺喋  of this type as corresponding to a 

continuous section  

s: 稽 蝦  継  な喋: 稽 蝦  稽  

The rules for dependent products are consistent with this interpretation. 

Specifically, we have a rule which states that if we are given a term x: B 桔 s(x): 

E(x), then there is a corresponding term 膏掴┺喋 嫌岫捲岻 : テ 継岫捲岻掴┺喋 ┻  This rule is 

often expressed as  

 

   

                                                     x: B 桔 s(x): E(x) 

                                      -----------------------------------------  

                                                  膏掴┺喋 嫌岫捲岻: 梗掴┺喋 継岫捲岻 

  

which indicates that whenever data of the form above the line is provided, 

then we have the term indicated below the line. Here the variable x is bound 

in the term 膏掴┺喋 嫌岫捲岻 and in the type テ 継岫捲岻掴┺喋 . In other words, a continuous 

section of  継 蝦  稽  determines a point in the space of all such continuous 

sections.  

Next, we have a rule that shows us how to use the terms of dependent product 

type. Given terms f: テ 継岫捲岻掴┺喋  and b: B, we obtain a further term app(f, b): 

E(b). Written in the form introduced above, this rule can be stated as  

f: テ 継岫捲岻岫掴┺喋岻                    b: B  

-----------------------------------------  

                app(f, b): E(b)  

  

In the interpretation, the term app(f, b): E(b) corresponds to the result f(b) of 

applying the function f to the point b.  

  

Finally, there is a rule governing dependent products describes the interaction between application and the ╉ぢ-abstraction╊  膏掴┺喋 嫌岫捲岻┺  x: B   桔     s(x): E(x)                    b: B 

             -------------------------------------------------------------- 

app(膏掴┺喋 嫌岫捲岻, b) = s(b): E(b)  

   

The dependent product can be used to construct function spaces. Given two 

types A and B, the type 稽 蝦  畦  is constructed by treating A as being 

parametrized by B in sense that x: B 桔 A corresponding to the trivial fibration 講怠 : 稽 抜 畦 蝦  稽 . Thus, we can define 稽 蝦  畦  to be the dependent product テ 畦掴┺喋  ┻  
  

  

Three. Inductive types  
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One of the most important ideas in type theory is that of inductive type. Many 

of the formulations that are created in the development of homotopy type theory that lead up to Voevodsky╆s univalent axiom depend on many types 
that are inductively defined. Also, the formalization of binary trees in the Coq 

proof assistants heavily relies on inductive type and the application that can 

be used with inductive types. In mathematical terms, inductive types sort of 

correspond to the concept of induction and recursion. Simply put:  

 

 

If it is known that   

 some statement is true for n = 1   

 assumption that statement is true for n implies that the 
statement is true for (n + 1)   

then the statement is true for all positive integers  

  

This definition is known as the principle of mathematical induction that has 

many formulations and most importantly is a part of the definition of 

inductive type. Now, for recursion we look at both computer science and 

mathematics to observe that a class of objects or methods exhibit recursive 

behavior when they can be defined by two properties:  

 A simple base case (or cases)をa terminating scenario 
that does not use recursion to produce an answer  

 A set of rules that reduce all other cases toward the base 

case  

  

What is interesting about inductive types is that they have both the properties mentioned above┻ So┸ with the inductive type┸ we ╉can╊ define a type 
recursively and prove theorems inductively using the inductive types. The reason we use the word ╉can╊ in this way is because this is and should be an 
analogy for the inductive type. The most notable and familiar example of an 

inductive type is the type nat of natural numbers. As a type, nat is freely 

generated by the following data:  

  

 a term 0: nat (the natural number zero)  

 a term x: nat 桔 S(x): nat (the successor function)  

  

To say that nat is freely generated by this data is to say that is it the smallest 

space possessing a term and an endomorphism subject to no further 

conditions, with endomorphism loosely meaning a map that goes form one 

type to the same type. For example, the successor function is an 

endomorphism. Furthermore, to say that it is the smallest is important. For 

example, the real numbers are not freely generated by their successor 

endomorphism and zero. To say that the generating endomorphism is subject 

to no further conditions is also important. For example, the one point type {*} 

possesses an element * and an endomorphism (the identity) and is smaller 

than the natural numbers. However, by making the endomorphism the 
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identity function, we have imposed additional constraints on this structure. 

Therefore, {*} cannot be said to be freely generated in the same sense.  

  

This is achieved by the following type theoretic rule, which should be familiar 

as proof by induction (alternatively, definition by recursion):  

  

x: nat   桔    E(x)      e: E(0)        x: nat, y: E(x)   桔    f(x, y): E(S(x))  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- x: 

nat   桔    rec(e, f, x): E(x).  

  

This rule tells us that, given any type  

x: nat   桔    E(x) 

  

fibered over nat, to construct a term of type x: nat   桔    E(x), it suffices to 

provide terms   

• e: E(0) (base case); and   

• x: nat, y: E(x)   桔    f(x, y): E(S(x)) (induction step).   

  

The remaining rules for nat require that the following equations hold:  

rec(e, f, 0) = e 

rec(e, f, S(x)) = f(x, rec(e, f, x)).  

  

This should be compared with the usual way that functions from the natural 

numbers are defined by recursion. For example, fixing a natural number m, let 

us define the function 糠陳: nat 蝦 nat which acts by 糠陳 岫券岻 = n + m, for n: nat. 

First, we observe that the type nat trivially is a dependent type over itself so 

that we may take x: nat 桔 E(x) to be x: nat 桔 nat. The base case and induction 

steps are then given as  

  

• m: nat (base case)   

• x: nat, y: nat 桔 S(y): nat (induction step).  

  

This gives, by applying the rules above to our base and induction cases, the 

recursion term x: nat 桔 rec(m, S(y), x): nat. The map 糠陳┺ 券欠建 蝦  券欠建 is then 

defined to be the following lambda abstraction  

  糠陳 : = 膏掴┺津銚痛 rec(m, S(y), x):  nat 蝦 nat┻  
  

This map then satisfies the recursion equations  

app(糠陳 , 0) = m 

app(糠陳 ,S(n)) = S(app(糠陳, n)) 

for n: nat.  

  

It is also possible to construct inductive types which are themselves 

dependent. Given a base type B, such a dependent inductive type x: B   桔    I(x) 

over B should be understood homotopy theoretically as the smallest fibration I 蝦 B over B equipped with the specified generators and subject to no further 
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conditions┻ The requirement that I 蝦 B should be a fibration will in general 
force the total space I to possess additional structure in the same way that a 

finitely presented group will in general possess additional elements and to 

satisfy additional equations, which are not specified as part of the 

presentation but which are consequences of the group laws. We will now turn 

to what is one of the most significant examples of a dependent inductive type.  

  

If A is a type, take look at the inductive type fibered over A × A with a single 

generator r(a) in the fiber over (a, a). The resulting inductive type, called the 

identity type of A, is usually written type theoretically as  

x: A, y: A 桔 荊穴凋 (x, y) 

  

with its generators written as   

 x: A 桔 r(x): 荊穴凋 (x, x).  

  

Type theoretically, stating that this type is inductively generated in this way 

is to say that the rule   

  

  

  

x: A, y: A, v: 荊穴凋 (x, y岻 桔    E(x, y, v)                x: A   桔    e(x): E(x, x, r(x)) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

x: A, y: A, v: 荊穴凋  (x, y岻 桔    rec(e, x, y, v): E(x, y, v) 

  

holds and the corresponding rec terms satisfy the equation   

 rec(e, a, a, r(a)) = e(a).  

  

Somewhat miraculously, this inductive type turns out, in the homotopical 

interpretation, to be a well-known space: the space of all (continuous) paths 

in A.  

  

  

Four. Groupoids  

  

Type theorist usually thought of the type 荊穴凋  (a, b) as something along the lines of a ╉proposition that a and b are equal proofs of A╊┻ Also┸ one could 
construct a set theoretic model of type theory by thinking of types as sets and 

terms as elements. In this set theoretic interpretation, we have that  

  荊穴凋 (a, b) = 1, if a = b and  

 荊穴凋 (a, b) = 0 otherwise.  

  

In other words, 荊穴凋  (a, b) is either the one point set or the empty set 

depending on the equality of a and b. Under this interpretation, it follows that 

if there is a term f: 荊穴凋 (a, b), then it is the case that a = b. This was seen by 

many as a desirable property to have and was included by many type theorist 

as an axiom, which was called the truncation rule. Although it seemed like a 

rule one cannot do without, the rule destroyed the good computational 
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properties of type theory. Many theorist took the time to see what results 

were available without the truncation rule. One important example of the kind 

of question about identity types is the problem of ╉uniqueness of identity proofs╊┺ if f and g are both of type 荊穴凋 (a, b), does it follow that f = g? To solve 

this problem Hofmann and Streicher constructed a model of type theory in 

which types are interpreted as groupoids and fibrations of groupoids, and 

terms are interpreted as sections. In this construction, they discovered a fact: 

Given a and b of type A, there is an equivalence relation ~ on the set of terms 

of type 荊穴凋 (a, b) given by setting   f ~ g if and only if there exist a term µ: 荊穴 彫鳥豚 岫 銚┸長岻 岫 血┸ 訣岻. In terms of spaces, f and g correspond to paths from a to b 

in the space A, and µ corresponds to homotopy with fixed endpoints from f to 

g. Hofmann and Streicher realized that the quotient of the set of terms f: 荊穴凋 岫 欠 ┸ 欠岻 modulo ~ forms a group. In fact, they realized that the type A can 

be made into a groupoid. Recall that a groupoid is a category in which every 

arrow is invertible. To turn A into a groupoid, you take the objects to be the 

terms a: A and the edges to be equivalence classes of f: 荊穴凋 岫 欠┸ 決岻 modulo ~. 

We now see that these two constructions correspond, under the homotopy 

theoretic interpretation of type theory sketched above, to the constructions of 

the fundamental group 講怠 (A, a) of the space A with basepoint a and the 

fundamental groupoid 梗怠  (A) In fact, Hofmann and Streicher realized that their construction seemed to give some kind of タ-groupoid, but they did not 

pursue this possibility.  

  

In the setting of type theory, with respect to a Batanin‒Leinster notion of タgroupoid following the work of Cheng┸ each type A has been shown to give rise to an タ-groupoid using its higher-dimensional identity types 荊穴凋 岫 欠┸ 決岻┸  荊穴 彫鳥豚 岫 銚┸長岻 岫血┸ 訣岻┸ 荊穴 彫鳥 内匂豚岫尼┸弐岻 岫捗┸直岻 岫糠┸ 紅岻, and so forth:  

  

  

 Five. The univalent model of type theory  

  

A certain kind of type theory considered by Voevodsky includes a type UU 

which is the universe of small types and we see there is a hierarchy which is 

controlled by Coq. So, given a small type A and B, it is then natural to ask what 

kinds of terms arise in the identity type 荊穴腸腸 岫 畦┸ 稽岻. Voevodsky realized that, 

although this type a priori possesses no interesting structure, he proposed to 

add to the axiom of type theory an additional axiom, called the Univalence 
Axiom. To begin an explicit description would be very helpful. Given small 

types A and B there is a type 激継圏 岫 畦┸ 稽岻 of weak equivalences from A to B, 

with the Identity type 荊穴腸腸 岫 畦┸ 稽岻. If we think of A and B as spaces, a weak 

equivalence f: 畦 蝦  稽 is a continuous function which induces isomorphisms 

on homotopy groups:  

 

                                       講津岫血岻┺ 講津岫畦┸ 欠岻 ~ 講津岫稽┸ 血岫欠岻岻 

  

 for n 半 ど┻  
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The notion of weak equivalence should be contrasted with the notion of 

homotopy equivalence. A map f: A 蝦 B is a homotopy equivalence when there exists a map f╆┺ 稽 蝦  畦 together with homotopies f╆ ゼ f ~ な凋 and f ゼ f╆ ~ な喋. For 

sets (discrete spaces), homotopy equivalences correspond to invertible maps 

whereas weak equivalences correspond to bijective maps.   

  

The most basic example of a weak equivalence is the identity map な凋┺ 畦 蝦  畦 

on a space A. For A and B spaces in U, this gives, by the induction principle for 

identity types, a map 肱┺ 荊穴腸腸岫畦┸ 稽岻 蝦  激継圏 岫畦┸ 稽岻. The Univalence Axiom can 

be stated as follows:   

  

Univalence Axiom (Voevodsky): For spaces A and B in UU, the map ぞ柑  荊穴腸腸 岫畦┸ 稽岻  蝦  激継圏 岫畦┸ 稽岻 is a weak equivalence.  

  

That is, the Univalence Axiom imposes the condition that the identity type 

between two types is naturally weakly equivalent to the type of weak 

equivalences between these types. The Univalence Axiom makes it possible to 

automatically transport constructions and proofs between types which are 

connected by appropriately de- fined weak equivalences.   

Without the Univalence Axiom there are three a priori different ways in which 

two small types A and B can be said to be equivalent:   

  

(1) A = B.   

(2) There exists a term f: 荊穴腸腸 (A, B).   

(3) There exists a term f: WEq (A, B).  

  the Univalence Axiom answers the question ╉What is a path from A to B in the space of small spaces╂╊ by stipulating that such a path corresponds to a weak 
equivalence 畦 蝦  稽. Alternatively, the Univalence Axiom may be understood 

as stating that the types of the form WEq (A, B) are inductively generated by 

the identity maps な凋 : WEq (A, A).  

  

  

Six. Computational aspects  

The fact that we could describe something as abstract as spaces and binary 

trees is astonishing. In the course of time, it has been apparent that one could ╉code╊ mathematics┻ In the Coq proof assistance library┸ a lot has been done 
to mimic certain definition, theorems, lemmas, and conjectures that many 

mathematicians use daily. Given the flexibility of type theory, it has slowly 

become easier to imagine a world where the connections between computer 

science, logic, and mathematics are at a level in which one cannot be deterred 

from the old fashion mindset that one cannot automatically check whether a 

proof is correct. In other terms, type checking in this theory is decidable. 

Hence, it is possible to apply the theory on a computer. This is what has been done in the case of the ╉proof assistants╊ Coq┻ Therefore┸ mathematics in the 

univalent setting can be formalized in these systems and the truth of proofs 

can be automatically checked. In the case of reasoning involving homotopy 

theoretic structures, which sometimes involve keeping track of copious 
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quantities of complex combinatorial data, being able to make use of the 

computer to ensure that calculation errors have not been made is potentially 

quite useful. Part of the reason that Martin-Löf type theory enjoys such good 

computational properties is that it is a constructive theory. Classical logic is 

the usual logic employed in mathematics. The logic employed in constructive 

mathematics is obtained from classical logic by omitting the law of excluded middle┸ which stipulates that┸ for any statement 奄┸ either 奄 or not 奄┻ One 
reasons why it is better is because it is more general than classical 

mathematics, in the same way that non-commutative algebra is more general 

than commutative algebra. Another reason why is that the proofs given in 

many constructive settings will carry algorithmic content, whereas this is not 

true in general for proofs given in the classical setting.   

  

Basics in Coq  

  

To begin it should be noted that Coq proof assistance program and the library 

that is included program is extensive and rather large. So, this single paper 

will not and could not cover half of the work that the proponents of Coq 

worked on. The goal of this section is to give basic definitions and definitions 

necessary for the understanding of the code for the univalence axiom and the 

code for the planar binary trees.    

  

Seven. The coq proof assistant  

The Coq proof assistant is a computer system which is based on one the many 

types of Martin-Löf type theory called the calculus of inductive constructions 

and based in part on the earlier calculus of constructions due to Coquand and 

Huet. In February 2010 Voevodsky [78] began writing a Coq library of 

formalized mathematics based on the univalent model. One could find the 

updated version at https://coq.inria.fr/download. If you exclude the word ╉download╊┸ there will be many references and tutorial that could also be 
found on this website. It is a collection of works done by many researchers 

and is free to the public to utilize. The library is extensive and contains many 

insightful and useful code.   
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Figure 2. A Coq file being processed. (Warren 2013) 

  

For example, Figure 2 illustrates a Coq file being processed. The user is 

currently processing a proof (indicated in the left-hand pane of the image) 

and the shaded text denotes the part of the file which has so far been 

processed by Coq. The right- hand pane is one of two mechanisms which Coq 

has for providing the user with feedback. In particular, this pane indicates the 

current state of the proof which is being carried out. Thus, as the user 

progresses through a proof, the output changes to always indicate what 

remains to be done to complete the proof. Further, more detailed, examples 

of this process are given below.  

The Coq proof assistant lets us formalize and verify reasoning about types and 

terms. One of the first things that one would want to do, when it comes to 

using Coq, is to identify a universe. For example   

Definition UU := Type  

Here the expression Type is a built-in type in the Coq system. The definition 

above then serves to define UU to be this fixed built-in universe of types. We 

think of the terms of type UU as the small spaces and the universe UU itself as 

the (large) space of small spaces. Therefore, any statement of the form A: UU 

should be thought of as saying that A is a small space. One interesting feature 

of Coq is that types are themselves terms┻ In particular┸ the ╉type╊ UU above is 
itself a term of type, where this latter Type is given the index (n + 1) when UU 

has index n. That is, being a type is really the same as being a term in a higher 

universe.  

One way to illustrate some features that Coq provides, is to define some basic 

constructions on function spaces. To begin, we define the identity function                 な凋┺ 畦 蝦  畦 on A, for any given small type A:  

Definition idfun (A: UU) : A -> A := fun x => x.  

Such a definition is called a direct definition. If one looks closely want 

indicates that this definition is direct definition is ╉┺ 噺╊┻ Undoubtedly┸ there 
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are many things one should pay attention to regarding the line of code above 

and a table can  

  

basically, demonstrate this point.  

  

  Definition      name      parameters      :     type       :=      explicit definition .  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

       UU                                                                        Type  

             idfun            ( A : UU )           A -> A                  fun x => x  

  

  

  

Table 1. Direct Definitions in Coq.  

  

Some remarks about Table 1 should be stated. First, the name is the name 

given to the term. This can be whatever the user likes, and this excludes the 

syntax that is built-in the system. We have that name is of type Type. The next 

thing to note is that the parameters can be a list of variables of fixed types. In 

the case of idfun there is just a single parameter: the type A: UU; in the case of 

UU there are no parameters at all. Within a definition, the parameters should 

be enclosed in brackets as in (A: UU). Next, note that it is not stringently 

necessary to declare the type. When no type is given, Coq will deduce the type. 

Lastly, note that the period at the end of the definition must be included for 

Coq to correctly parse the input.  

The direct definition is not the only way to define types in Coq computer 

program. Another useful way of defining types is the through an indirect 
definition. One interesting example is a definition using function spaces. The 

basic idea of this definition is to show that given f: A -> B and g: B -> C we can 

conclude that there exists a new function g ゼ f: A -> C. Here we first give a 

direct definition: 

     Definition funcomp { A B C: UU } (f: A -> B ) (g: B -> C ) :=  

fun x: A => g ( f x ).  

Notice how the table can be used to see the structure of the definition and one 

could locate each part of the definition. Another thing that is interesting about 

this definition is { A B C: UU }. Instead of parenthesis, we get brackets. The 

brackets tell Coq the parameters are implicitly inferred and can be 

ascertained by f and g. Also note that the type of the term was not given 

explicitly.  

The utility of indirect definitions in Coq is that sometimes it is not easy to see 

how to give the explicit definition of a term. This is especially true as one starts 

working with increasingly complicated definitions. As such, rather than 

having to struggle to define exactly the required term, it is possible to 

construct the term being defined as a kind of proof. Along the way, as this 
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proof is constructed, certain automation possible in Coq can be employed. In 

order to see how this works in practice, let us introduce our first indirect 

definition.  

Definition funcomp_indirect ( A B C: UU ) (f : A -> B ) ( g : B -> C ) : A -> C.   

Proof.   

intros x.   apply g.     apply f.    assumption.   

Defined.  

  

After the first full stop of an indirect definition, we encounter the start of the 

proof.   

This is given by the line  

  

Proof.  

Likewise, the end of the proof is indicated by  

  

Defined.  

Between the start of the proof and the end of the proof is a sequence of what 

are called tactics, which allow one to construct, using the given parameters, 

the required term. One limitation of writing an article which includes proofs 

in Coq, is that proofs in Coq are usually constructed using ╉backward╊ 
reasoning, and so it can be hard to read for the uninitiated. Figure 4 is included 

to help give a better understanding of the process that takes place after proof 

and before defined.  
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Figure 4. Coq output during indirect definition of function composition. 

(Warren 2013)  

  

We will now go through the proof one step at a time. Notice that once the proof 

is started, Coq displays the hypotheses (above the line =======) together 

with the current goal (below the line). Since the goal is to construct a function 

A -> C, we can assume given an arbitrary term x : A. This is accomplished in 

Coq by entering intros x. Note that the name x here is something which we 

have chosen and the user can choose this name freely (or it can be omitted, in 

which case the Coq system will supply a name of its own choosing). As such, 

after processing intros x, the output has changed (as indicated in Figure 3) by 

adding a new hypothesis (x : A) and changing the goal to C. This means that 

we now need to supply a term of type C. To accomplish this, we note that we 

are given a function g : B -> C, and so it suffices to supply a term of type B. We 

communicate the fact that we intend to use g to obtain the goal by entering 

apply g. The effect of this is to change the goal from C to B since B is the domain 

of g. Applying the same reasoning now with f, we are in the final situation 

indicated in Figure 3. Because we have as a hypothesis the term x : A and the 

current goal is to construct a term of type A, we may simply communicate to 

the Coq system that there is already a term of the required type appearing 

among the hypotheses. This is accomplished by entering assumption. Indeed, 

at this point, Coq tells us   

No more subgoals.  And the proof is complete┻ Note that we must add the final ╉Defined┻╊ in order 
for the Coq system to correctly record the proof. One can also finish the proof with ╉Q┻E┻D╊ depend on what you are looking for at the end of your indirect 
definition as they have some differences between them.  

We can now check that our definition coincides with the direct one by entering  

  Print funcomp.  

  

Print funcomp_indirect.  

  

  

The effect of Print is to output both the type and explicit definition of the term 

in question. Even if the term in question was defined indirectly, as our 

funcomp_indirect was, it is an explicit term as far as Coq is concerned, and 

when Print is used, Coq will unfold the term to give a completely explicit 

description. To understand what this means, simply think of a linear 

differential equation for which it is possible to explicitly write down the 

solutions. The solution set can be difficult to write down, but it can be done. 

Although you may not want to have these solutions in front of you, you know 

that the explicit solutions are available if they are required.  
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Eight. inductive types   

  

We will begin manipulating inductive types in Coq in this section. So, we start 

with the natural numbers since they appear to give the best illustration of an 

inductive type. And then we move on to consider total spaces of fibrations. 

Hopefully this paints a general picture and helps ease into inductive type 

smoothly. Even though we have yet to mention anything significant about 

binary trees or even their definition, we will take a respectable look at them 

and define and prove some results by the end of this paper. As stated before 

the inductive type is like a mixture and the principle of mathematical 

induction and recursion, which make this type something of a pertinent tool 

for anyone using the Coq computer system. In the Coq system one can 

navigate the pointer to the task bar templates and choose the inductive 

template:   

  

  

  Inductive       ident       :    Type     :=  

  

  |       name of constructor  1       :     Type     

  

 |       name of constructor   2    :     Type     

  

|       name of constructor  3      :     Type      

  

    .  

     .  

     .  

  

     .  

    

|       name of constructor  n      :     Type  .  

    

For any natural number n.  

  

Two things should be noted here and will be mentioned in further 

descriptions of the paper. The first this is the symbol |, which separates each constructor and could be seem as ╉cases╊ that is considered in the definition┻ And the word ╉ident╊ is simply a place holder for the name of the definition 

and can be replaced with anything that is desired, but not including syntax 

that is already being used in the Coq computer system.  
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Nine. Natural numbers and total spaces  

The inductive type nat of natural numbers is already defined in the Coq system. 

As an inductive type, nat is generated by   

• the single generator (0-ary operation) 0: nat and   

• the single generating function (1-ary operation) S: nat -> nat 

(the usual successor function).  

In Coq, this inductive type is specified as follows:  

Inductive nat  :=  0  |  S: nat -> nat.  

 Here we have that the internal Coq Command Inductive function is similarly 

to Definition. For now, the crucial point is to observe that the generating 

operations of the inductive type appear on the right of := and are separated 

by the symbol |. One of the advantages of working with an inductive type such 

as the natural numbers is that functions with inductive domain can be defined 

by cases. To see an example, consider the predecessor function:    

  

Definition predecessor ( n : nat )  :  nat  :=   

  

    match     n      with 

        

        | 0  =>  0   

  

       | S m  =>  m   

      

end.  

    

The definition of the predecessor function given above using match is a direct 

definition as described above. It is also possible to define the predecessor 

function via an indirect definition as follows:  

  

  Definition    indirect_predecessor   (    n    :    nat )   :    nat.   

  Proof.   

  destruct  n.    exact   0.      exact   n.   

Defined.  
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Figure 5. Coq output during indirect definition of the predecessor function. 

(Warren 2013)  

  

In the proof, there are two new tactics. The first, destruct n, tells the Coq 

system that we will reason by cases on the structure of n as a term of type nat. 

Coq knows that, as a natural number, there are two cases, and in the first case 

there is no hypothesis necessary because n is 0 in this case. At this stage, we 

know that we would like the output of the function to be 0, and we tell Coq 

this using the exact tactic. In general, if we enter exact x, this tells Coq that the 

term we are looking for is exactly the term x. Once we have entered exact 0, 

Coq moves on to the second possibility: the term is a successor. Note that in 

the list of hypotheses at this stage the term n: nat is listed and so things are 

just as they were at the start of the proof. However, because we earlier 

employed the destruct tactic, Coq knows that we must now give the required 

output of the predecessor function when given the value S n. As such, we enter 

exact n. Comparing predecessor and indirect_predecessor using the Print 

command reveals that they are indeed identical terms. We will now focus on 

several of the inductive types more closely related to the homotopy theoretic 

side of things.   

Fibrations can be understood as a homotopy theoretic generalization of the 

notion of a fiber bundle. In this case, we would refer to B as the base space and 

to E as the total space of the fibration. Given a point b in B, the fiber over b, 

which we sometimes write as 継長 , is just the preimage 講岫貸怠岻岫決岻  of b under the map ぱ┻ Fibrations correspond to types which depend on parameters┸ so-called 

dependent types. In Coq, the way of dealing with dependent types is to first 

give a small type B: UU and can produce a fibration over B, which is 

represented by the corresponding term  

E : B -> UU.  

The idea behind this correspondence is that a fibration can be completely 

recovered from its base space B together with its fibers by gluing (in the 

topological sense) the fibers together in a coherent way in accordance with 
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the structure of the base space. Thus, the same can be accomplished in Coq by 

defining the total space of a fibration E: B -> UU as an inductive type.  

 Inductive  total  { B:  UU } ( E: B -> UU )  :    UU :=   

  pair (x: B) (y: Ex).  

 

Naturally, total E should be thought of as a space consisting of all pairs (b, e), 

where b is a point of the base space B and e is a point of the fiber E b over b. 

In the works done on type theory such total spaces are known as dependent 
sums and are often denoted using summation notation as 洪掴┺喋 継岫捲岻. From the 

point of view of logic, the total space corresponds to existential quantification.  

Fiber bundles E -伴 B are sometimes thought of as a ╉warped╊ generalization 
of direct products F × B -> B, and the fact that fibrations are a homotopical 

generalization of this notion reveals itself type theoretically by the fact that 

the total space construction total is a generalization of the construction of 

direct products of spaces A × B, which are given by   

Definition dirprod { A B: UU }  :  UU := total ( fun x: A => B ).  

Returning to total, we define a projection map total E -> B by   

Definition pr1 { B: UU }  {  E: B -> UU }  :  total E -> B :=  

fun z => match z with  pair x y => x  end.  

  

  

Ten. Path space and weak equivalences  

The type theoretic identity type is interpreted homotopy theoretically as the 

path space. In Coq, the path space paths are defined as   

Notation    paths   :=   identity.  

Here identity, like nat, is a built-in inductive type in the Coq system. We can 

see how it is defined inductively using Print to find  

Inductive   identity   (A: Type)  ( a: A  ):   A -> Type   :=    identity_refl   :  

identity a a.  

That is, for each a: A, identity a is the fibration freely generated by a term 

identity_refl a in the fiber over a. We add the following line to introduce a 

slightly shorter notation for the terms identity_refl:   

Notation   idpath   :=   identity_refl.  

Recall that a path in a space A is a continuous function 剛 柑  荊 蝦  畦 where I = 岷ど ┸な峅 is the unit interval┻ We say that 奄 is a path from a point a of A to a point b of A when 奄岫ど岻 噺 a and 奄岫な岻 噺 b┻ Then the path space 畦彫 is the space of paths in A┸ and it comes equipped with two maps ダ0, ダ1: 畦彫 蝦  畦 given by 
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            項沈岫笛岻 柑噺   剛岫件岻 血剣堅 件 噺  ど ┸な. 

 

The induced map 隼  項ど ┸ 項な 伴柑  畦彫 蝦  畦 抜 畦  is a fibration which gives a 

factorization of the diagonal 弘 柑  畦 蝦  畦 抜 畦 as  

 

 

(Warren 2013) 

  

where the first map 畦 蝦  畦彫 is a weak equivalence in the sense of homotopy theory and the second 隼 ダど┸ ダな 伴 is the fibration mentioned above┻ Here the 
first map         畦 蝦  畦彫 sends a point a to the constant loop based at a, hence it 

is precisely idpath. One of the many important contributions of Quillen was to 

demonstrate that it is in fact possible to do homotopy theory without the unit 

interval provided that one has the structure of path spaces, weak equivalences, 

fibrations, and a few other ingredients. This is part of the reason that, even 

though type theory does not provide us with a unit interval, it is still possible 

to work with homotopy theoretic structures type theoretically.  

Cont.  

We will now describe the groupoid structure which the path space can endow 

on types.   

First, given a path f from a to b in A we would like to be able to reverse this 

path to find a path from b to a. For topological spaces this is easy because a 

path                  剛 柑  荊 蝦  畦 gives rise to an inverse path 奄╆ given by 奄╆岫t岻 ┺噺 奄岫な伐t岻┸ for ど判 t 判 な┻   
Definition  pathsinv   {  A: UU }  {a b: A }   (f : paths a b )  :    paths b a.   

Proof.  destruct f.       apply 

idpath.  

Defined.  

  

Here recall that destruct allows us to argue by cases about terms of inductive 

types. Here f is of type paths a b, which is inductive, and therefore this tactic 

applies. In this case, there is only one case to consider: f is really the identity 

path idpath a: paths a a. Because the inverse of the identity is the identity, we 

then use apply idpath to complete the proof.   
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Next, given a path f as above together with another path g from b to c, we 

would like to define the composite path from a to c obtained by first traveling 

along f and then traveling along g. This operation of path composition is 

defined as follows:  

  

Definition pathscomp  { A: UU }  { a b c : A }  (  f  :  paths  a   b )    

 ( g : paths b c )  :  paths a c. Proof.   

destruct  f.  assumption.   

Defined.  

  

Once again, the proof begins with destruct f which effectively collapses f to a 

constant loop. The result of this is to change the hypotheses so that g is now 

of type paths a c. At this stage, the goal matches the type of g, and we use 

assumption to let the Coq system choose g as the result of composing g with 

the identity path.  

  

Figure 6. Coq output during the definition of path composition. 

(Warren 2013) 

A consequence of this definition is that the unit law f ゼ な銚 = f for f: 欠 ｂ 決 holds 

in the sense that the terms pathscomp ( idpath a ) f and f are identical in the 

strong = sense. On the other hand, the unit law な長 ゼ f = f does not hold. Instead, 

it only holds up to the existence of a higher- dimensional path as described in 

the following lemma:  

  

Lemma isrunitalpathscomp  { A: UU }   { a b : A }    ( f : paths a b )  

 : paths ( pathscomp f ( idpath b ) )f.   

Proof.  

           destruct f.           apply idpath.   

Defined.   
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The proof of this needs a little remark since we see that when f becomes itself 

an identity path, the composite becomes, by the left-unit law mentioned above, 

an identity path. The one thing to note is that here instead of Definition we 

have written Lemma. Although there are some mechanical differences 

between these two ways of defining terms, they are interchangeable now and 

we do not need to consider the nuances of Definition and Lemma. Therefore, we use the appellation ╉Lemma╊ in keeping with the mathematical 

conventions and notation. The composition of paths is associative and the 

inverses given by pathsinv are inverses for composition and are recorded as 

the terms isassocpathscomp, islinvpathsinv, and isrinvpathsinv. The 

definition will just be mentions since they in fact do share the same pattern as 

the proof of isrunitalpathscomp.  

Cont.  

A map 血┺ 畦 蝦  稽  is a weak equivalence when it induces isomorphisms on 

homotopy groups. Where homotopy groups are just algebraic topology used 

to classify topological spaces. The first and simplest homotopy group is the 

fundamental group, which records information about loops in a space. 

Naturally, homotopy groups record information about the basic shape, or 

holes, of a topological space. However, we will give a definition, following 

Voevodsky [78], which makes sense without referring to homotopy groups. 

So, we start with the definition:  

Definition isweq { A B: UU }  (f: A -> B ) :=  

 ( forall b: B, iscontr ( hfiber f b ) )  

  

A major thing to notice is that the terms iscontr and hfiber were not 

mentioned above. This is because given the information, it is not a pertinent 

issue to go over. It is, or could be, a promising idea to merely give a brief 

description of both terms. With any luck this way will give enough insight to 

understand the picture that isweq is trying to describe.  

 To begin, a space A is said to be contractible when the map 畦 蝦  な to the one 

point space is a homotopy equivalence. Intuitively, this is when a space can be 

continuously deformed into a single point within that space. In Coq, the notion 

of contractibility is captured by the following definition:  

  

Definition iscontr ( A : UU ) :=  total ( fun center : 

A => forall b : A, paths center b ).  

  

For hfiber, if we have a map 血 柑  畦 蝦  稽  and a point b of B, we define the 

homotopy fiber of f over b as  
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Definition hfiber { A  B: UU }   (   f : A -> B )  (  b : B )   :   UU :=  total 

( fun x : A => paths ( f x) b ).  

  

The homotopy fiber of f over b is the homotopical analogue of the ordinary 

fiber 血貸怠 岫決岻. So, a typical point of the homotopy fiber is a pair consisting of a 

point a of A together with a path  血岫欠岻 伐 伐伐蝦 伐 伐 伐 決  
in B.  From the ╉propositions as types╊ point of view┸ the weak equivalences 
correspond to the bijections. The space of weak equivalences from A to B is 

defined as follows:  

  

Definition weq   ( A   B:   UU )   := total  (  fun f : A -> B   =>  isweq f  ).  

  

That is, a typical term of type weq A B is a pair consisting of a map f : A -> B 

together with a term of type isweq f. The most basic example of a weak 

equivalence is the identity function idfun A : A -> A. It is straightforward to 

construct the required proof that this is a weak equivalence. We denote by 

isweqidfun A this term of type isweq ( idfun A ), and we then adopt the 

following definition:  

  

Definition  idweq  ( A : UU ) :=  pair ( idfun A )  (  isweqidfun A ).  

That is, idweq A is the representative of the identity function on A as a weak 

equivalence.  

  

Eleven. Univalence axiom  

Before talking about the Univalence Axiom, we will first need a map that turns 

a path in the universe UU into a weak equivalence. Here is a direct definition 

of such a term  

  

Definition eqweqmap { A B: UU }  ( p : paths A B)    :  weq A 

B :=     match p with  idpath => ( idweq _ )     end.   
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That is, eqweqmap is the map from the path space paths A B to the space weq 

A B of weak equivalences induced by the operation of sending the identity 

path on A to the identity weak equivalence idweq A on A. We then define the 

type   

  

Definition  isweqeqweqmap  :=  forall  A  B: UU, isweq ( @eqweqmap  A   B ).   

  

To put everything together and finalize this section, the Univalence Axiom 

states that there is a term of type isweqeqweqmap. This means that the type 

of identity paths from A to B in UU is equivalent to the type of weak 

equivalences from A to B.   

Considering these results and the axiom previously stated, the mission for this 

entire section was to give the reader a brief look inside the inner working of 

the Coq computer system. We saw how we can use Coq to illustrate a well-

known topic in mathematics and proof things in Coq. We got a glimpse of 

working definitions of many types. Although it is quite difficult to come up 

with a viable definition, it appears to be the case, that it is not impossible. We 

saw the computational abilities of type theory and the attention to detail that 

is needed to describe different forms of terms and types in Coq. Since it seems 

clear that one can take a non-trivial topic in mathematics and ╉codify╊ it┻ It is 
in the interest of this paper to try and replicate such results with another topic. 

Therefore, we turn to planar binary trees as the destination.  

  

Planar binary trees  

  

A Tree is a set of line segment with all the elements is connected whether left 

or right. We specified it into binary tree which is the concept of single parent 

(root or parent nodes) with at least 1 child (child nodes). Further study on 

binary tree is a full binary tree which meant that every root must have two 

nodes located left and right of the root. We will only focus on full binary trees 

and briefly mention something about trees that was interesting and made use 

of the Coq files in the website that was mentioned in the introduction.  

Twelve. Planar binary trees and Coq  

  

One way of defining a full binary tree is by using a recursive definition. Thus, 

A full binary tree is either:   

 A single vertex.  

 A graph formed by taking two (full) binary trees, adding a 

vertex, and adding an edge   directed from the new vertex to 

the root of each binary tree.  
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In the Coq system one would define it in this way:  

  

Inductive BinTree ( B : Type ) : Type :=  

  | node : B -> BinTree B  

  | branch : B -> BinTree B -> BinTree B -> BinTree B.  

  

There are several things to mention about this definition that will be useful to 

note for the remainder of this paper. First, is the fact that it is a direct 

definition. One the one hand, it may have or may not have been difficult to 

define it inductively as we did for natural number, but we would not have a 

somewhat similar definition. As you can see the definition that was worded 

matches the inductive definition is a perfect way, giving a good meaning to the 

word codify. Secondly, we see that in the definition, one must declare B : Type 

every time BinTree B is used. For example, if we wanted to construct a binary 

tree with two nodes we can simple write branch A a b, where A: Type and a b: 

A.  

 If we write :  

Arguments node { A } _.  

Arguments branch { A } _ _ _.  

  

Then we do not have to constantly remind Coq that we are using A : Type. This 

is because the bracket tells Coq which argument should be inferred and 

included and which argument should be explicitly stated. Thirdly, the 

definition could have excluded A : Type and we could have written it like this  

  

Inductive BinTree ( B : Type ) : Type :=  

  

  | node :  BinTree B  

  

    | branch : BinTree B -> BinTree B -> BinTree B.  

  

But we will see that it is useful to label both the nodes and branches so that 

we can keep track in a much more precise way.  

It is important to Check whether your definition produces what you intend on producing┻ It╆s wise┸ no matter how trivial or complex the inductive definition 

is, to see if the result of the definition what you expect even the though the 

code checks out and appears to run. One could do this in this way:   
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Section playground.  

  

Variable A : Set.  

Variable a b c d e : A.  

Variable t k l : BinTree A.  

  

Check BinTree.  

Check BinTree A.  

Check node a.  

Check branch a ( node a ).  

Check branch a ( node b ) ( branch c ( node c ) ( node d ) ).  

Check branch b ( node d ) t.  

Check branch d ( node a ) ( node b ).  

Check branch a ( branch d ( node a ) ( node b ) ) ( branch b ( node d ) ( node 
d ) ).  

Check branch a k l.  

Check branch c ( branch a k l ) ( node c ).  

Compute height_of ( branch a ( branch b ( node c ) ( node d ) ) ( node e ) ).  

Compute height_of ( branch b ( node c ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) ).  

Compute height_of ( branch a ( node b ) ( branch c ( node c ) ( node d ) ) ).  

Compute height_of ( branch b ( node d ) t ).  

Compute height_of ( branch a k l ).  

Compute height_of ( branch c ( branch a k l ) ( node c ) ).  

  

End playground.  

  

As we look at the code we see a new term called height_of, which will be 

properly defined in the upcoming section. For now, we should focus on the 

rest of the code.  

Observe that we first see Section Playground. This is a type of break from the 

other code and tells Coq to only focus on code from this point on. It allows us 

to write code and declare terms and types without fear of repeating 
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something that was previously mentioned above. Hence the appellation 

Section is quite fitting. Next, we have three new tactics, Variable, Check, and 

Compute. Variable allow us to check the type of term we are using. For 

example, if we were to write   

Check  

branch a ( branch d ( node a ) ( node b ) ) ( branch b ( node d ) ( node d ) ).  

We would surely receive an answer from Coq telling us the type of the term 

we wanted to check, which is demonstrated in figure 7.  

  

Figure 7. Coq output during the application of the tactic Check.  

  

The last thing to observe is the structure of node and branch. For node, it is 

simple that the only term that can be in the argument is of type A. But this 

clarifies the face that each node in each binary tree is labeled by any term. For 

example, if you wanted to label each branch and node by a number, using 

natural numbers, you can achieve this goal. This open the scope of what we 

can use binary trees for. Numbers are one thing while we can label binary 

trees using names that can be viewed as terms of a type. Thus, we can consider 

a kind of a binary tree called a Binary Search Tree (BST). The basic idea behind 

this data structure is to have such a storing repository that provides the 

efficient way of data sorting, searching and retrieving. So, although it would 

be easier to exclude the A : Type in the constructors of BinTree, even though 

we would have less arguments to worry about, we include them for clarity and 

convenience.   

Thirteen. Coq and planar binary trees  

This section is called ╉Coq and planar binary trees because╊ previously we 
looked at binary trees from an outside standpoint. What is meant by outside 

standpoint is that we took the definition of binary trees outside of type 

theory and the Coq computer system and made a definition inside of the Coq 

program. But now we must focus on the inductively defined term and make 

definition that must stay within the Coq system, even if we want to talk about 
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a binary tree with properties defined outside of Coq. It seems a bit confusing 

at first glance but when one considers the level of freedom we had when we 

made the starting definition. We already had two way of defining a binary 

tree. To further this point, we also have three more ways of defining a binary 

tree in the Coq system. Each give rise to subtleties that one must account for 

when defining other terms that inherently depend on the starting definition.  

This first way is simply defining a tree, which implicitly defines a binary tree 

as a subcase that can be taken care of on its own or at the same time as the 

tree itself. To achieve this goal, you can use the inductive type list that 

considers a list of objects instead of just two. With this perspective, the list 

can be a set that consists of segments and nodes that can make up a tree and 

we can produce a set of trees as well, called a forest. And we can construct a 

function that can graph these forests to make a brand-new tree or even a 

binary tree. Another way to define a binary tree is to simply remove A: Type 

from the node or branch constructor. Thus, we will be left with nodes with 

no label or branches with no labels. Whatever definition we choose, one thing 

will stay the same, our edifice of definitions, lemma, and inductive type that 

are based on the binary tree definition must work syntactically with in the 

Coq program and with some results outside of Coq. Interestingly we can 

discover new lemmas and Theorems for ourselves within the Coq program 

and apply it to concepts outside of the program. This is the power of the proof 

assistant program and how it could be used in the future by many more 

mathematicians.  

So, to being we define a new term called Fixpoint:  

  

Fixpoint height_of { B : UU } ( t : BinTree B ) : nat :=    

match t with  

    | node b => 0  

    | branch b t1 t2 => 1 + height_of t1 + height_of t2    

end.  

  

This is a very important function since it is mainly applied to inductive types. 

It allows us to define functions by pattern-matching over inductive objects 

using a fixed-point construction, hence the name. A Fixpoint definition must 

satisfy some syntactical restrictions on a special argument called the 

decreasing argument. They are needed to ensure that the Fixpoint definition 

always terminates. Furthermore, the match operator matches a value with the 

various constructors of its (inductive) type. This is why we see Compute 

instead of Check in the previous section. We need to check if the function 

actually produces a number for a certain binary tree, as it was meant to.  

  

Next, we have the most important inductive type in this section:  
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Inductive le_bin : BinTree A-> BinTree A -> Prop :=  
  | le_bineq : forall x : BinTree A, le_bin x x  

  

  | le_binr : forall a b x y z, le_bin ( branch a ( branch b x y ) z )  
                                           ( branch b x ( branch a y z ) )  

  

  | le_new : forall x y z e, ( le_bin x y ) /\ ( height_of x = height_of y )  ->   

      le_bin            ( branch e x z ) ( branch e y z )  

  

  | le_newl : forall x y z e, ( le_bin x y ) /\ ( height_of x = height_of y )  ->                     

       le_bin ( branch e z x ) ( branch e z y ).   
  

This inductive type is a culmination of many topics discussed in the previous 

section and some major topics in mathematics. Since we are trying to produce 

a weak ordering on the binary trees, we must satisfy a few properties that a 

weak  

 

Figure 8. The constructor le_binr with a b : A and x y z : BinTree A 

 

ordering must have. The first thing that should register is that it is not your 

normal inductive definition that we have seen so far. Instead of one or two, we 

have four cases to worry about. The four cases mentioned take care of all the 

axioms need for a weak ordering, besides one (transitivity). But we will see 

later that we can take care of that issue as well using the Coq library. If this 

code is not familiar to you, then that because of the change in notation. Le_bin 

is meant to be the less than or equal symbol for binary trees. If one chooses to 

dissect le_binr, they will see that is in fact a part of the tamari order, best 

stated as:  

  

The arrow indicates how we can go from one binary tree to another. We see 

how a basic binary tree can be less than another, x and y can be seen and 

branch x and branch y along with node A and node B. All we need to do is apply 

a reflexive and transitive closure on this relation and we have completed the 

tamari order. Given by:  

Definition tamari_order := clos_refl_trans ( le_bin A x y ).  
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The term close_refl_trans basically takes a relation like le_bin (note that it can 

be shown that le_bin is a relation in the Coq computer system) and created a new relation┸ say leｅbin ╅┸ where leｅbin╆ includes leｅbin in its definition with a 

new two addition cases in the definition that induces both a transitive closure 

and reflexivity closure. Therefore, we can transfer from tree1: BinTree to 

tree4: BinTree directly, if we know that for tree1 tree 2 tree3 tree4: BinTree, treeな 判 tree に 判 treeぬ 判 treeね┻ This is how create the tamari ordering for 
binary trees in the Coq computer system.  

 Let us now look at each case of the inductive definition le_bin. To begin, the 

first case or le_bineq says that for all x: BinTree A binary trees, where A: Type 

we have relation le_bin x x (x 判 x), which is reflexivity. Next, we have a basic 

relation that is called le_binr, allowing us to move from on tree to another by 

rotating the branches. As described above, the picture best illustrates what 

le_binr attempts to convey. Since le_new and le_newl are symmetric, since we 

are adding z to the left side of branch e in le_newl and we are adding z to the 

right of branch e in le_new, a description on one will explain the meaning of 

both cases. The constructor le_new takes care of the issue of comparing binary 

trees that do not fit the basic form of the trees that can be compared like the 

one described in the picture of the one in le_bineq. Binary trees with height 

greater than 1 fall within this category. So, to solve this problem, the two 

constructors can look at individual subtrees and if we can compare the 

subtrees we can compare the original binary trees, if the two binary trees are 

the same height of course. To be specific, if we have two subtrees x and y that can be compared┸ say x 判 y┸ then we can compare the entire binary tree with 
the other binary tree, since each binary tree we attempt to compare has the 

form branch e x y, where A: Type, e: A, and x y: BinTree A. This is an important 

part of our definition since we cannot directly apply the le_binr to a binary 

tree of height greater than 2. For example, if we had a Binary tree with 4 nodes 

of height 3 where 2 of the 4 nodes creates a subtree. Without the le_new or 

le_newl we could only utilize the node that is not a part of the subtree and our 

number of ways of transferring would be limited. With the added cases, we 

can transfer from tree to tree using the subtree as well.   

  
Figure 9. Example of navigating from on binary tree to another 

(Noam 2017) 
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If one were to travel from the p * (q * (r * s)) to ((p * q) * r) * s it would be 

apparent that in the left way we are simply using le_binr and from the right 

we are using le_new or le_newl.  

  

Fourteen. Result in binary trees  

For this section of this paper we will be giving results and proof in the form of 

Coq code. Than we will translate and explain the reasoning and meaning 

behind each result mathematically and normally.  We begin with lemma fxｅleｅbin that is a lemma about ╉function╊ being applied 
a binary tree x: BinTree.  

  

Theorem fx_le_bin ( f : BinTree A -> BinTree A ) : le_bin ( f x ) ( f x ).  

Proof.  

  intros. apply le_bineq with ( x := ( f x ) ).  

Defined.  

  

It states that given a function say f: BinTree A -> BinTree A, then we can 

compare f x with le_bin. The proof is simple using the apply┼ with┼ tactic┻ 
One thing to say about this tactic is that is has the form apply term with 

term1 ┼ termn. It provides apply with explicit instances for all dependent 

declarations of the type of term that do not occur in the conclusion and 

consequently cannot be found by unification. It simply replaces arguments in 

the definition of a term so that the term can be used or unified. Notice that 

term1 ┼ termn must be given according to the order of these dependent 

premises of the type of term as well. This tactic is very useful if apply cannot 

be unified automatically. Thus, we have the function can also be compared if 

needed.  

Next, we have lemma le_newother that explicitly talks about the issue of 

subtrees. If we go back to the previous picture we see that the Lemma says 

that                             p *(q * (r * s)) 判 p こ ((q * r) * s), with  

s = (node c), r = (node d), q = (node e), p = z. 

  

Lemma le_newother :   

  le_bin ( branch h ( ( branch a ( branch b ( node c ) ( node d ) ) ( node e ) ) ) 
( z )  

)  
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         ( branch h ( ( branch b ( node c ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) ) ) 
( z ) ).  

Proof.  

  intros. apply le_new with ( x := ( branch a ( branch b ( node c ) ( node d ) ) 
( node e ) ) )   

                            ( y := ( branch b ( node c ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) ) )  

                            ( z := z )( e := h ). split. apply le_binr. auto.  

Defined.  

  

Le_newother will be used to help prove the final theorem of this paper.  

  

For le_newside, the reasoning behind this theorem was that since it has                          

f : BinTree -> BinTree, using fx_le_bin in the proof must have been useful but 

a much less complicated proof also worked as well.  

Theorem le_newside ( f : BinTree A -> BinTree A ): le_bin ( branch e ( f x ) z ) 
( branch e ( f x ) z ).  

Proof.  

  intros. apply le_new with ( e := e ) ( x := f x ) ( y := f x ) ( z := z ). split. apply 

le_bineq with ( x := f x ).   auto.  

Defined.  

For le_binisRelation is self-explanatory and needs no description.   

Theorem le_binisRelation : relation ( BinTree A ).  

Proof.  

  intros. unfold relation. apply le_bin.  

Defined.  

The final theorem talks about appended binary trees. This means that we can take a binary tree┸ choose a node and ╉glue╊ another binary tree to that node┻ 
Given by this theorem which is just an example showing that there exist two 

appended binary trees that can be compared.  

Theorem le_bin_append :  

  le_bin ( branch h ( ( branch a ( branch b ( branch c ( node e ) ( node g )) 

( node d ) ) ( node e ) ) ) ( z ) )  

         ( branch h ( ( branch b ( branch c (node e ) ( node g )) ( branch a ( node 

d ) ( node e ) ) ) ) ( z ) ).  
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Proof.  

auto.  apply le_new with   

( x := ( branch a ( branch b ( branch c ( node e ) ( node g ) ) ( node d ) ) ( node 

e )  

) )   

( y := ( branch b ( branch c (node e) ( node g ) ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node 

e ) ) )  

)  

                            ( z := z )( e := h ).    split.  

apply le_binr.  auto.  

Defined.  

If one looks closely at the two binary tree being compared, we see that it is the 

same as the two binary trees being compared in le_other, except we replace 

(node c) with branch c ( node e ) ( node g ). The reason for this replacement 

is because he append operation is simple taking a node and replacing it with 

a branch and keeping the same label, in this case c. Furthermore, if one 

chooses to change node to branch e x y where x y : BinTree A, for A : Type, we 

can use the induction tactic on x and y that mimics the principle of mathematic 

induction. But a simple example where we work with more nodes instead of 

binary trees suffices as well.  

Code for Homotopy Type Theory, Univalent Foundation, and Binary Trees 

(** "Homotopy Type Theory and planar binary trees" *)  

  

Module Binarytree_definition.  

  

Definition UU := Type.  

  

Inductive BinTree ( B : Type ) : Type :=  
  | node : B -> BinTree B  
  | branch : B -> BinTree B -> BinTree B -> BinTree B.  

  

Arguments node { B } _.  
Arguments branch { B } _ _ _.  

  

Fixpoint height_of { B : UU } ( t : BinTree B ) : nat :=    match t with  
    | node b => 0  
    | branch b t1 t2 => 1 + height_of t1 + height_of t2    end.  

  

Require Import PeanoNat.  
Local Open Scope nat_scope.  

  

Section playground.  

  

Variable A : Set.  
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Variable a b c d e : A.  
Variable t k l : BinTree A.  

  

Check BinTree.  
Check BinTree A.  
Check node a.  
Check branch a ( node a ).  
Check branch a ( node b ) ( branch c ( node c ) ( node d )  
).  
Check branch b ( node d ) t.  
Check branch d ( node a ) ( node b ).  
Check branch a ( branch d ( node a ) ( node b ) ) ( branch b ( node d ) ( node d ) ).  
Check branch a k l.  
Check branch c ( branch a k l ) ( node c ).  
Compute height_of ( branch a ( branch b ( node c ) ( node d  
) ) ( node e ) ).  
Compute height_of ( branch b ( node c ) ( branch a ( node d  
) ( node e ) ) ).  
Compute height_of ( branch a ( node b ) ( branch c ( node c  
) ( node d ) ) ).  
Compute height_of ( branch b ( node d ) t ).  
Compute height_of ( branch a k l ).  
Compute height_of ( branch c ( branch a k l ) ( node c ) ).  

  

End playground.  
End Binarytree_definition.  

  

Import Binarytree_definition.  
Require Export Relation_Definitions. Require Export 

Relation_Operators. Require Export Operators_Properties.  
Require Import NAxioms NProperties OrdersFacts.  

  

Section lessthan_BinTrees.  

  

Variable A : Set.  
Variable a b c d e h g : A.  
Variable x y z : BinTree A.  

  

Check branch a ( branch b ( node c ) ( node d ) ) ( node e  
).  
Check branch a ( node c ) ( branch b ( node d ) ( node e ) ).  

  

Inductive le_bin : BinTree A-> BinTree A -> Prop :=  
  | le_bineq : forall x : BinTree A, le_bin x x  

  

  | le_binr : forall a b x y z, le_bin ( branch a ( branch b x y ) z )  
                                           ( branch b x ( branch a y z ) )  

  

  | le_new : forall x y z e, ( le_bin x y ) /\ ( height_of x = height_of y )  ->  le_bin 

( branch e x z ) ( branch e y z )  
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  | le_newl : forall x y z e, ( le_bin x y ) /\ ( height_of x = height_of y )  ->  le_bin 

( branch e z x ) ( branch e z y ).   
Lemma fx_le_bin ( f : BinTree A -> BinTree A ) : le_bin ( f x ) ( f x ).  
Proof.  
  intros. apply le_bineq with ( x := ( f x )) .  
Defined.  

  

Lemma le_newother :    le_bin ( branch h ( ( branch a ( branch b ( node c ) 

( node d ) ) ( node e ) ) ) ( z ) )  
         ( branch h ( ( branch b ( node c ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) ) ) ( z ) ).  
Proof.   intros. apply le_new with ( x := ( branch a ( branch b ( node c ) ( node 

d ) ) ( node e ) ) )   
                            ( y := ( branch b ( node c ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) ) )  
                            ( z := z )( e := h ). split. apply le_binr. auto.  
Defined.  

  

  

Theorem le_bin_append :  
  le_bin ( branch h ( ( branch a ( branch b ( branch c ( node e ) ( node g )) ( node 

d ) ) ( node e ) ) ) ( z ) )          ( branch h ( ( branch b ( branch c (node e ) ( node 

g )) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) ) ) ( z ) ).  
Proof.  
  auto. apply le_new with ( x := ( branch a ( branch b ( branch c ( node e ) ( node 

g ) ) ( node d ) ) ( node e ) )  
)   
                            ( y := ( branch b ( branch c  
(node e) ( node g ) ) ( branch a ( node d ) ( node e ) ) )  
)  
                            ( z := z )( e := h ).    split. apply le_binr. auto.  
Defined.  

  

Theorem le_newside ( f : BinTree A -> BinTree A ): le_bin ( branch e ( f x ) z ) 

( branch e ( f x ) z ).  
Proof.  
  intros. apply le_new with ( e := e ) ( x := f x ) ( y := f x ) ( z := z ). split. apply 

le_bineq with ( x := f x ).  
  auto. Defined.  

  

End lessthan_BinTrees.  

  

Section order_and_final.  

  

Variable A : Set.  
Variable x y z : BinTree A.  

  

Lemma le_binisRelation : relation ( BinTree A ).  
Proof.  
  intros. unfold relation. apply le_bin.  
Defined.   
Print clos_refl_trans.  
Definition tamari_order := clos_refl_trans ( le_bin A x y ).  
 End order_and_final.  
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